This article introduces a model of rationality that combines procedural utility over actions with consequential utility over payoffs. It applies the model to the Prisoners' Dilemma and shows that empirically observed cooperative behaviors can be rationally explained by a procedural utility for cooperation. The model characterizes the situations in which cooperation emerges as a Nash equilibrium. When rational individuals are not solely concerned by the consequences of their behavior but also care for the process by which these consequences are obtained, there is no one single rational solution to a Prisoners' Dilemma. Rational behavior depends on the payoffs at stake and on the procedural utility of individuals. In this manner, this model of procedural utility reflects how ethical considerations, social norms or emotions can transform a game of consequences.
Introduction
This paper models how cooperation can arise as an equilibrium in a one-shot Prisoners' Dilemma game under complete information. Game theorists have long searched to reconcile rational behavior with cooperation in a one-shot Prisoners' Dilemma. While economic analysis identifies defection as the only Nash Equilibrium, both cooperative and defective behaviors occur in real life as well as in laboratory experiments, even in one-shot settings. The personality of individuals as well as the social context in which they act influence their behavior (Rapoport, 1974; Frank, 1988; see Sally, 1995 for a review of experimental evidence).
A common approach has been to consider repetitions of the game. Cooperation can be sustained on the basis of infinite repetitions (this is known as the "folk theorem," Kuhn, 1953) . On the basis of finite repetitions, cooperation can also be sustained provided the players have only incomplete information (Kreps et al., 1982) . Harrington (1995) extended the argument to "indirect" repetition, where cooperation may be efficient if agents meet subgroups of their peers at random, without knowing their history of behavior in previous encounters. Another approach to the problem as one of evolutionary fitness has shown that cooperation can be sustained among a subgroup of the population if some agents recognize habitual "defectors" when they see them (e.g., Trivers, 1971; Vogt, 2000) .
While a better understanding of cooperative behaviors has resulted from these approaches, none of them models a truly one-shot game (Harrington, 1995) . None of them can account for consistent experimental evidence that many individuals cooperate in singular encounters. Moreover, cooperation became stronger in experiments if participants first had the chance to build a "relationship" (without ever meeting again after the game was played, see Frank, 1988; p. 142) . It is a common informal argument that observed cooperative behavior in the Prisoners Dilemma reveals that individuals do not actually play a Prisoners' Dilemma. Indeed, experimental findings suggest that beyond their material good, rational individuals also have "subjective", "ethical" or "emotional" considerations. Individuals may have intrinsic preferences for being fair, for being honest, for reciprocity, etc. (e.g., Rabin, 1993; Tooby and Cosmides 1994) , which may be justified, for example, by past experiences, by collective outcomes, by cultural norms or by instinctive emotional affects. Even in a one-shot game, such preferences may transform the Prisoners' Dilemma into a new game with new solutions. The problem is that these preferences have generally been viewed as lying outside of rationality. Indeed, the transformation of "material outcomes" by "subjective", "ethical" or "emotional" has not yet been modelled. In the words of Rabin (1993 Rabin ( , p. 1285 : "Could these [fairness] emotions be directly modeled by transforming the payoffs, so that one could analyze this transformed game in the conventional way? This turns out to be impossible" (see also Gilboa and Schmeidler, 1988; Geanakoplos and Pearce 1989) .
This article however models both the game of observed payoffs and the transformed game as perceived by the players if one appropriately extends the standard solution concepts of game theory towards procedural considerations. The key notion is that rational individuals have utility for the consequences of their actions (the payoffs), but also over the actions themselves, as processes. This means that a rational individual may choose one behavior over another because of its procedural utility, foregoing some material gain. In a Prisoners' Dilemma, for instance, cooperating to reach a given amount of money may be preferred to defecting for the same, or even a larger, amount. The utility from cooperating and earning a given payoff is modeled as the utility of this payoff weighted by the procedural utility of cooperating. In this manner, it is possible to relate the game transformed by procedural utility to the game whose payoffs can be observed: the Prisoners' Dilemma of consequences.
This approach differs from Simon's notion of "procedural rationality" (1976, 1978) developed in a game-theoretic context by Osborne and Rubinstein (1999) . Simon considers the procedure by which individuals decide how to act, before the action happens. He does not consider intrinsic preferences for actions themselves. In contrast, the current article starts with the premise that behavior is composed of two interdependent but distinct entities, an action and a consequence, and introduces two separate notions of utility, one over each type of entity.
The idea that procedural utility can explain departures from standard interpretations of rationality is not new. For example, Weber (1978, p. 24 ) considers a type of rationality where behavior is also valued for its own sake because of some "ethical," "aesthetic" or "religious" considerations, "without consideration of success." The notion of procedural utility has received recent attention (e.g., but still awaits a proper theoretical foundation. A recurrent idea is that procedural considerations cannot be simply combined with consequential judgments (and thus within the utility function) without weakening the meaning of the utility function (e.g., Harsanyi, 1993) or the basic properties of preferences (e.g., completeness in Sen, 1997) . For Hammond (1988 , 1996 , consequentialism is indeed necessary to game theory but these authors do not consider the possibility of treating procedural utility outside the utility function. In the context of expected utility theory and in search of a model for the utility of gambling, Le introduces a first model of procedural utility by treating it as a qualitative argument outside the utility function. Further measuring procedural utility as a quantitative multiplicative factor outside the utility function over consequences is then explored as a "mathematical suggestion" in a following work (Le Menestrel and Van Wassenhove 2001, Sec. 5) . Recently, a first measurement theoretic result confirms the idea that procedural concerns could be adequately modelled as a multiplicative factor (Le Lemaire, 2004 & 2006) . Still, we have no axiomatic foundation for the model of the present paper. On the other hand, no other model has been proposed to specifically study procedural utility in game theory, with or without axiomatic justifications. This paper fills this gap and shows that treating procedural utility as a multiplicative factor outside the utility function over consequences provides for a simple model to explain empirically observed behavior. Because procedural utility is separated from the consequences, it allows to distinguish the game of payoffs presented to the individuals from the psychological game that is perceived, and played.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the model and introduces the basic solution concepts of dominance and Nash Equilibrium when procedural utility is considered. Section 3 applies the model to the Prisoners' Dilemma and shows how procedural utility and consequential utility combine to form equilibria. The last section discusses the model and its proposed applications and developments.
Procedural Utility in Games

Procedural utility and consequential utility
Consider the simple decision tree in Fig. 1 . The individual can take action a i to get consequence c i . Actions link an individual to consequences. Call a couple composed of an action and its consequence a behavior. Denoting an action by a ∈ A and a consequence by c ∈ C, the relationship between actions and consequences is reflected by a consequence function g with domain A and range C, g : A → C,
Individual
Process a 2
Consequence c 2 = g(a 2 )
Process a 1
Procedural Utility Consequential Utility a → g(a) = c. The consequence function specifies the dependence between consequences and actions. A couple (a, g(a) ) belongs to the set B of behaviors, which is included in the Cartesian product of the set A of actions and the set C of consequences: B ⊂ A × C, and b = (a, g(a)) ∈ B. Let us now turn to the notion of utility over these entities.
Individuals are assumed to have separate utility over consequences and over actions. Consequential utility is reflected by a consequential utility function u() over the set C. Consequential utility reflects the extent to which a consequence is valued independently of the action (and of other consequences). Procedural utility is reflected in a weighting function α, 0 α 1, A α(a) = 1 over the set of actions A. Procedural utility reflects how an action is valued independently of consequences but relative to other actions. Thus, procedural utility may depend on the set A of actions that are available. The modeling of procedural utility as a weight outside the utility function reflects its separation as an intrinsic form of utility from the extrinsic consequential utility.
To summarize, the model highlights two separate influences on rational behavior, which interact in motivating rational decisions. This leads to the following definition:
Definition 1. An individual is acting rationally if and only if he takes action a
This model has three limiting cases linking it to previous models. First, when procedural utility is neutral, i.e., when the individual does not favor any action intrinsically over any other, rational behavior and consequential behavior coincide. In such situations, the model presented here becomes equivalent to classical game theory. Second, when all outcomes are valued equally, only procedural utility matters. Third, when procedural utility weights only one action (α(a) = 1), then such an action is implemented whatever the consequence it leads to. This case was called value-rational by Weber to characterize rational behaviors that are not motivated by consequences at all (Weber 1978, pp. 24-26 ). An act of revenge and, at the extreme, the voluntary sacrifice of one's own life are typical examples (e.g., Frank 1988, p. 43) .
Let us summarize these features of the model in the following properties, denoting (a * , g(a * )) the rational behavior.
Property 1 [Neutrality of procedural utility]. If α(a)
= α = 0 for all a ∈ A, then u(g(a * )) u(g(a)).
Property 2 [Neutrality of consequential utility]. If u(g(a))
The model allows us to identify a "best possible" case, where no dilemma arises between actions and consequences. When a procedurally preferred action leads to the preferred consequence, the behavior composed of such a combination is called ideal. It is ideal to choose such a behavior but a chosen behavior may not be ideal.
Procedural and consequential utility in games
We now develop the model in the context of game theory. Game theory considers only utility over consequences (Osborne and Rubinstein 1994, p. 4 ). However, it is possible to integrate procedural utility in the solution concepts of game theory by specifying both action and consequence in the definition of a behavior. In particular, the solution concept of Nash Equilibrium can be formulated such that it integrates procedural utility.
Formally, refer to individual i as a member of a set N of n individuals. Individual i takes an action a i belonging to the set A i of all actions available to him. Denote an action profile by a = (a 1 , . . . , a n ), or equivalently a = (a i , a −i ). The set of actions profiles is the Cartesian product of the sets of the individuals' available actions, A = × i∈N A i . Denote by g a consequence function whose domain is the set of profiles of actions and whose range is the set of interdependent consequences C. The consequence of actions profile a is g(a) ∈ C. The definition of a behavior remains as before, namely the couple of an action and its consequence, only that the consequence depends also on the actions of the other players. A behavior is denoted by (a i , g(a i , a −i ) ). The set of behaviors for individual i is denoted B i ⊂ A i × C and one of its members b i = (a i , g(a i , a −i ) ), b i ∈ B i . Now, we can define a Nash Equilibrium with procedural utility and consequential utility: 
To clarify the significance of this definition, let us compare it to the traditional definition used in game theory. When procedural utility is not considered, a profile of actions is a Nash Equilibrium if and only if, for all i ∈ N,
The two definitions are equivalent in case of neutral procedural utility. As we argued earlier, the traditional interpretation of game theory appears as a limit-case implicitly assuming that individuals have no procedural utility.
As we have discussed an "ideal" behavior for a single individual, we can use the same concept in order to single out one Nash Equilibrium that is preferred for both its action and its consequence. Consider a situation where, for all individuals, the action with the highest procedural utility leads to the consequence with the highest consequential utility (given the other players' actions). Individuals would implement the action with the highest procedural utility and would not regret it ex post. we propose to call such a 'focal' or 'salient' equilibrium an Ideal Nash Equilibrium. Formally, denoting with A * the set of profiles of actions that are Nash Equilibria, we can define an Ideal Nash Equilibrium as follows:
Definition 3 (Ideal Nash Equilibrium with Procedural Utility). A profile of actionsā
is an Ideal Nash Equilibrium if and only if, ∀ i ∈ N and
). An Ideal Nash Equilibrium does not always exist. However, when it exists, it has two simple but important properties:
Proposition 4. An Ideal Nash Equilibrium with strictly greater procedural utility or strictly greater consequential utility is unique.
Proof. To show this property, consider first the case of strictly greater consequential utility, i.e.: ∀a
contradicts the assumption of strictly greater consequential utility. Now consider strictly greater procedural utility, i.e.:
If there was another Ideal Nash Equilibrium, sayã * , then we would have
, which contradicts strictly greater procedural utility.
The second property links the Ideal Nash Equilibrium to the concept of a Paretoefficient Equilibrium.
Proposition 5. An Ideal Nash Equilibrium is always a Pareto-efficient equilibrium.
Proof. To show this property, we first recall that a Pareto-efficient Equilibrium corresponds to the best equilibrium individuals can reach. Considering also procedural utility, a profile of actionsã * is a Pareto-efficient Equilibrium when, for all i, and all a * ∈ A * , we have
. If a profile of actionsā * is an Ideal Nash Equilibrium, then for all individuals, α i (ā * ) α i (a i ) and
As a result, the concept of Ideal Nash Equilibrium enables us to select one single equilibrium among several ones. It provides a possible criterion to single out the 'focal' or 'salient' equilibrium in case of coordination issues (Schelling, 1980) . Moreover, it sheds light on how individuals may reach Pareto-efficient equilibria. These concepts and properties are now applied to the Prisoners' Dilemma.
Application of Procedural Utility to the One-Shot Prisoners' Dilemma
Specification of the game
Following the approach developed in the preceding section, we can now formalize the idea that the game played by the individuals is not merely a game of consequences. Suppose the players in the Prisoners' Dilemma have a procedural utility to cooperate. The proposed approach encompasses social context considerations that were previously excluded (Schelling 1980, p. 180 and 285) . This allows us to interpret cooperative behavior in the Prisoners' Dilemma as revealing procedural utility, caused by, for example, a social norm for cooperation. We will now show that for a low procedural utility, the behavioral game remains such that mutual defection is the only equilibrium. When both individuals have higher procedural utility, the behavioral game become a coordination game, where mutual defection and mutual cooperation are both Nash Equilibria (although mutual cooperation is the Ideal Nash Equilibrium). Finally, when both individuals have even higher procedural utility, mutual cooperation becomes the only equilibrium (and the Ideal Nash Equilibrium).
We specify a two-individual Prisoners' Dilemma with perfect information and procedural utility in the following way: (Co, g(Co, Co) ), (Co, g(Co, De) ), (De, g(De, Co) ), and (De, g(De, De) ). (iii) Individual i's consequential utility is given by:
The characteristics of a Prisoner's Dilemma game are that
Without loss of generality, we further require z i > 0. The strict ordering ensures that any ideal Nash Equilibrium is unique (Proposition 4). The game of consequences can be represented in its normal form by the following matrix, where actions of individual 1 are stated in the rows and actions of individual 2 in the columns. In each box, consequential utility of individual 1 is stated first: (iv) Individual i's procedural utility is given by:
The condition 1 2 α i < 1 restricts the game to situations where individuals have procedural utility for cooperation (with disutility for cooperation, the cooperative Nash Equilibrium disappears and the result with value rationality, α i = 1, is trivial).
(v) We can now represent the game as it is perceived by the players, including procedural concerns: Table 4 .2. The Prisoners' Dilemma transformed by procedural utility.
Existence of nash equilibria
The Nash Equilibria of this game depend both on the consequential utilities w i , x i , y i , z i and on the individual procedural utility for cooperation α i . Applying Definition 2 for the profile of actions (Co, Co), cooperation for both individuals is a Nash Equilibrium if and only if:
Similarly, (De, De) is a Nash Equilibrium if and only if:
This game may also include asymmetric equilibria. Individual i chooses action Co while individual −i chooses De, that is, (Co, De) is a Nash Equilibrium, if and only if:
Having determined the conditions for the existence of Nash Equilibria, let us now examine when multiple equilibria coexist. Condition (9) is incompatible both with (7) and (8). Thus, asymmetric equilibria cannot coexist with symmetric equilibria. However, the symmetric equilibria (Co, Co) and (De, De) may coexist under the following conditions:
The asymmetric equilibria (Co, De) and (De, Co) can also coexist, provided
When it exists, the equilibrium (Co, Co) is always the Ideal Nash Equilibrium. 
Graphical illustration of the equilibria
Figures 2 through 4 graphically illustrate the existence of the different Nash Equilibria and their ideality, using the procedural utility for cooperation α 1 and α 2 of individuals 1 and 2 as coordinates. As is discussed above, the procedural utility parameters have a range from 1/2 to 1. The case α i = 1/2 corresponds to neutral procedural utility and α i = 1 to value-rationality (property 3 page 659). The three figures show three scenarios, corresponding to different combinations of (7) through (9).
Case 1, shown in Fig. 2 . is characterized by yi yi+zi wi wi+xi for all individuals i. This condition says that the relative benefit of defection over cooperation is bigger when the other also defects than when the other cooperates. To give an example, this condition is fulfilled when w = 10, x = 6, y = 2 and z = 1. When the other side defects, defecting increases consequential utility by a factor of five-toone while the increase is by a factor of two-to-one when the other side cooperates. Under the general condition of case 1, a Nash Equilibrium always exists. Symmetric equilibria of cooperation and defection can coexist, but as we have shown, only the cooperation equilibrium is ideal. At each asymmetric corner, there exists an asymmetric equilibrium. It is not ideal for either player. For low α 1 and α 2 , only the Defection equilibrium remains, which is never ideal, except for the limit-case of procedural neutrality of all individuals. As soon as individuals have an arbitrary low procedural utility for cooperation, the Defection equilibrium loses its ideality property. Case 2, shown in Fig. 3 , is the "opposite" of Fig. 2 in the sense that the relative benefit from defection is bigger when the other side cooperates. In the context of the numerical example from Case 1, this condition is fulfilled when the payoff x (mutual cooperation) is reduced to 4: now, the benefit from defecting over cooperating remains at two-to-one when the other side defects, but has increased to five-to-two when the other side cooperates. Thus, some individuals who cooperated in case 1 no longer cooperate in case 2 (keeping procedural utility unchanged).
In this case, the player who cooperates, but faces defection from the other player, has a smaller incentive to switch to defection than in case 1. A Nash Equilibrium always exists, but the reduced defection incentive causes asymmetric equilibria to coexist at intermediate procedural utility levels. The symmetric and ideal equilibrium of cooperation is restricted to higher procedural utility than in Case 1. The symmetric equilibrium of defection holds for symmetrical procedural utility values close to neutrality but, as discussed above, never coexists with the cooperation equilibrium. At each asymmetric corner, one asymmetric equilibrium exists similarly to Case 1.
Case 3, shown in Fig. 4 , illustrates what happens when cases 1 and 2 are "mixed": player 1 faces a higher relative benefit from defection when player 2 defects, and player 2 faces a higher relative benefit from defection when player 1 cooperates (of course, the roles of two players can be exchanged). While strong procedural utility for cooperation still drive the equilibria (as in Cases 1 and 2), this asymmetry prevents existence of any Nash Equilibrium for intermediate procedural utility levels.
Conclusion
This paper proposed to model the notion of procedural utility with an application to game theory. Behaviors are defined as couples composed of an action and its consequence according to a consequence function. The decision maker has utility not only over consequences, as traditionally modeled, but also intrinsic utility over actions themselves. In this richer structure, the proposed model extends the solution concept of Nash Equilibrium to include ethical or emotional motivations that are beyond the sole pursuit of consequences. This refinement of the Nash Equilibrium concept allows us to distinguish "better" and "worse" equilibria in a game: an "ideal" Nash Equilibrium is composed of actions that have the highest procedural utility and of consequences that have the highest consequential utility at equilibrium.
Procedural utility models the transformation of a game of consequences and offers an explanation for consistent cooperation in experiments with anonymous one-shot Prisoners' Dilemma games. Mutual cooperation can emerge as the unique Ideal Nash Equilibrium when procedural utility for cooperation is sufficiently strong. Moreover, we can characterize all existing Nash Equilibria in the game, depending on the payoff structure and on the strength of procedural utility.
The conventional interpretation of a Prisoners' Dilemma is that individuals should defect, whatever the payoff differentials between cooperation and defection. In the current model, procedural utility may allow individuals to reach a cooperative equilibrium, although such an equilibrium is not sustained if the payoff differential from defecting is too much increased. Moreover, a given game of consequences may be played differently by different individuals with different procedural utility. The results of the model allow predictions about the dependence of rational behavior upon individuals and upon the social context. These predictions may be tested in experiments on collaborative behavior.
Thus, this article may contribute to recent work in economics that has incorporated issues not related to the consumption of material goods, such as intrinsic motivations (Frey, 1997) , status (Frank, 1988; Robson, 1992; Loch et al. 2000) , friendship (e.g., Trivers, 1971; Tooby and Cosmides 1994; Bester and Güth, 1998) , or social norms (Kandori, 1992) . The notion of procedural utility may contribute to widening the scope of game theory into psychological and social phenomena.
